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uilding a cathedral. These borrowed words resonate with me. They undoubtedly reflect my European roots,
not so far away, but also have meaning to my new chosen home here in Canada. Today, these cathedrals
challenge the world with their inescapable presence. For the most part, constructed over a period of 500 or 600
years, they were built to withstand the elements and their sturdiness has made them timeless.

EDITORIAL

"Building a cathedral..." What great ambition, indeed! But also, what humility and self-sacrifice! For when he lays
the first stone, the architect is already aware that he will never see the last of the stones. He is working for his era.
Using the knowledge and means of his time.
Then, as he grows old, he will surrender his place to another architect, passing along his original plans.
Technologies evolve, fashions change, and influences from other civilizations come into play. The new architect
will sometimes take another direction, dictated by the rules of his time. And then, he will also surrender his place
to another, entrusting him with the original plans, in addition to his own designs, with faith and confidence.
500 years pass... No less than 10 architects will follow one after the other in the building of this gigantic monument.
And in the end, through the contribution of each of them, a masterpiece is created, ready to defy future centuries.
You can see where I am going with this…
We attempt to build a cathedral, to strengthen its foundations. This is the core. One single flaw and everything will
fall apart. It's long, it's tedious, and it’s exhausting. It can be discouraging at times. One stone at a time. And we are
cementing to solidify the structure. It's a task that you don't necessarily see happening, we're still just at ground
level... We hope, nevertheless, that you will continue to trust us and support us in this meticulous work.
Just like those generations of architect, each generation of our board, our breeders and members, encounter our
own difficulties and growing pains with progress. Our vision and needs can undoubtedly be a challenge for
ourselves and for those with which we work. But growth is essential for the survival of the Canadian Horse.
I hope that many of you will attend our next AGA, which is April 17 at 1:00 so we can update you on the work we
have accomplished and to reassure you that we are, always and despite everything going on, resolutely committed.
Katy Harrouart
President
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CURRENT MATTERS
It’s a Go!
After sending out bids at the beginning of 2021, we have chosen the company that will create our new website with CMS
WordPress. We are now working closely with Progexia Web solutions in order to create a high-quality site that will feature
stallions and breeders directories, classified ad section, a Q&R section and a lot of relevant content.

As a member, breeder, owner or enthusiast, you will most certainly be asked to contribute to the content of this new
communication tool, for which we have high expectations!

Free E-version of the Magazine Until Conditions Return to Normal.
Delivery times for the last magazine were completely unacceptable, with some
members receiving it more than two months after it had been mailed.
While we are not responsible for the delays imposed by Canada Post in these troubled
times, we are still extremely disappointed with the way things turned out.
So to maximize services to our members, we will be offering free electronic versions
of all our issues until Canada Post's services are back to normal.

By popular demand, we have adjusted the rates for advertising in the Journal. The rates
are now more competitive and the impact guaranteed, thanks to the new full-colour,
unilingual format!

Prices valid for one issue.

Normand Litjens (QC)
Vice-President (F)
Phone : 450-248-4199
normandlitjens@gmail.com
Claude Richer (QC)
Secretary/Treasurer (F/E)
Phone : 450-889-8511
claude.richer1@bell.net

More Affordable, More Beneficial!

Reservation deadlines:
Spring issue: January 31st
Summer issue : May 31st
Automn issue: September 30th

Katy Harrouart (QC)
President (F/E)
Phone : 819-436-1800
kharrouart@hotmail.com

Business card

$25

1/2 page

$100

Interior page

$150

Interior cover (front or back)

$200

Back cover

$300

It’s Your Responsibility!
The CHBA membership database, which is maintained by the CLRC, is the only
resources we have regarding your contact information.
Whether we need your opinion, want to inform you of changes or to simply provide
you with relevant breed information, we can only communicate with you by email or
mail.
Therefore, be sure to send any changes to your contact information to us at
info@lechevalcanadien.ca and we will make sure your information is updated with the
CLRC.

Michel Allen (QC)
Director (F/E)
Phone : 819-458-3888
elevagefabie@gmail.com
Lisa Tardif (QC)
Director (F/E)
Phone : 438-887-4550
tardif.lisa@hotmail.com
Carole Grégoire (QC)
Director (F/E)
Phone : 514-974-7661
cgregoire066@gmail.com
Monique Boucher (ON)
Director (F/E)
Phone : 613-602-1833
tervfect@yahoo.ca
Heidi Eijgel (AB)
Director (E)
Phone : 403-627-2081
windycoulee@yahoo.ca
Deirdre Pickerell (BC)
Director (E)
Phone : 604-788-8195
deirdre.pickerell@gmail.com
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CURRENT MATTERS - NEWS FROM YOUR ASSOCIATION… CONTINUED

Welcome!
Your mare has given birth to a
Canadian foal.
By registering your herd name,
you have officially become a
breeder! The CHBA is proud to
count you among its ranks.
Choosing to breed Canadian
Horses means making a solemn
commitment to the breed and
thus contributing to its
preservation and evolution. You
are the guardians of the breed’s
future!
Good luck and welcome to all.

Herd name

Name

Localisation

CROCKETT

Yves Carrier

Saint-François (NB)

COULOMBE

Catherine Coulombe

Montmagny (QC)

DANLIE

Lise Bouchard

St-Clet (QC)

DESERTSUN

Philip Constantin

Maricopa (AZ) USA

DE ROUSSEAU

Luc Caouette & Valérie Roche-Lavoie

Notre-Dame de Montauban (QC)

FRASERDREAM

Le Domaine Fraser

St-Ferdinand (QC)

GRONDIN

Yvon Grondin

Vallée Jonction (Qc)

RAVENLORE

Angela Williams

Lyndhurst (ON)

RIVERSTONE

Serena Hohlbein

Diamond City (AB)

VALLEY RIVER

Jean-Marc Villeneuve

Clermont (QC)

SOLDIER MOUNTAIN

Fanny &Mary Ann Todd

Gooding (ID) USA

MILLIRON

Jon & Kristina Bonine

St-John (ND) USA

RED OAK

Dan & Laura Hiebert

Grunthal (MB)

HAWTHORN HILL

Beth Harris

Penetanguishene (ON)

Many of you provided your suggestions for "i" names on Facebook.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

I-am
Iago
Ian
Ibis
Ibiscus
Ibiza
I-can
Icare
Icarus
Ice (cream)
Iceberg
Iceland
Icon (e)
Idaho
Idalgo
Idéal
Idéfix
Idem
Iditarod
Idol (e)
Idriss
Idylle
Iggy-pop
Igloo
Ignatio

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

Igor
Ilan
Illicite
Illico
Illinois
Ilios
Illusion
Ilonna
I-love-you
Image
Imagination
Imagine
Imhotep
Immortel(le)
Impala
Impérial
Impressive
Imprévu
imperioso
Inaya
Intermezzo
Inca
Incandescent
Incognito
India

51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.

Indiana
Indigo
Indomptable
Indra
Indy
Inès
Infaillible
Inferno
Infini
Infinity
Innocenti
Inox
Insolent
Inspire
Intervalle
Intrepid (e)
Intrigue
Intuition
Inuk
Inukshuk
Inverness
Invictus
Invincible
Ioda
Iögo

76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.

Iota
Iowa
Iran
Ireland
Iridessa
Iris
Ironie
Iroquois
Irrésistible
Irwin
Isaac
Isabel (le)
Isabella
Isaïe
Isatis
Iseult
Isildur
Isis
Israel
Istanbul
Ivana
Ivanhoe
Ivo
Ivoire (Ivory)
Izidor
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CURRENT MATTERS - NEWS FROM YOUR ASSOCIATION… CONTINUED

In 2021, Foals' Names Must Begin With the Letter "I".
If you are expecting a foal in 2021, you should have received your birth declaration by
mail. However, there is an error in the birth declaration. In 2021, foals' names should start
with the letter I, not J, as indicated on the declaration.
Since the microchip is now the only approved means for identification purposes, there is
no longer any need to skip any letters of the alphabet and an amendment was voted to this
effect in 2015. The confusion was caused by a computer programming error by our
registrar (CLRC).
When tattoo identification was still in existence, letters that could be misidentified (such
and I, O, Q and V), were skipped to avoid confusion.
If you have not received your birth declaration,
contact the CHBA administration office by email
at info@lechevalcanadien.ca. We will follow up
with your stallion owner to confirm that s/he has
filed his stallion report, and/or check with our
registrar if necessary.

Virtual Meeting Format Will Once Again Be Used.
Given the uncertainty regarding COVID and other health recommendations, the Board has deemed it appropriate to once
again hold the AGM virtually, as we did in 2020.
We know this news will disappoint many who were looking forward to meeting face-to-face, but rest assured, we will do
our utmost to plan other social gatherings as soon as we have the opportunity to do so.

** IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENTS **

Following Julie Seibel's departure, we would like to remind you that
our Senior Registrar at the Canadian Livestock Records Corporation
is Laura-Lee Mills.
Amy Germundson, who took Julie Seibel's position, is still in
training and is not expected to replace Laura-Lee at this time.
If you have any questions regarding your membership renewal,
new member applications, registrations or transfers of ownership,
please contact Laura-Lee Mills :
By Phone at 1-877-833-7110 ext. 314
By email at lauralee.mills@clrc.ca.

Because we only received two applications for
the two available seats in Quebec, there will not
be an election for those seats. You will find out
who your new representatives are at the next
AGM!
We didn't receive any applications for the open
seat representing Western Canada and the USA.
Thus, the board will appoint a representative at
a later date.
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CURRENT MATTERS - NEWS FROM YOUR ASSOCIATION… CONTINUED

Your Presence Has Not Gone Unnoticed!
You have purchased a Canadian Horse or you are simply a breed enthusiast… Either way we are pleased to welcome you
as a new member of the CHBA! Your membership actively and effectively supports the Association's mission and helps
achieve its objectives, including, but not limited to:
• The definition, maintenance, and promotion of the breed standards;
• The registration of all animals belonging to the breed;
• Providing services to Canadian Horse Breeders;
• The alliance of breeders and owners around a common interest;
• The education and distribution of information to the community;
• The support of initiatives that promote the breed.
The Canadian Horse, Canada's national breed, deserves our full support. By becoming a member of its wonderful and
large community, you become a witness of its past, actor of its present, and creator of its future!
On behalf of the Board of Directors, I would like to welcome you all to the Canadian Horse Breeders Association.
Katy Harrouart, CHBA President
Art Duchaine
Denise Jahn
Cindy Boehm
Jennifer Follensbee
Lee Poncelet & Carol Schepp
Stefan Schwarzmann
Linda Andersen & Jessica Tonn
Darrell Wall
Gideon van Zyl
Amanda Smith
Barbara Thomas
Lisa Bertrand
Katie Campbell
Stefan & Angela Collin
Gwyneth Freeman
Hawkridge Homestead
Janice Hutchison
Christine Lévesque
Art Mackie
Tracey MacLeod
Barbara St-Aubin
Zachary Vorvis & Samantha Rentner
Angela Williams
Carole Bertrand
Michel Bérubé
Denis Boucher
Véronique Bouffard
Daniel Bourassa

AB
AB
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
NB
NB
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC

Ginette Bruyère
Alain Cadieux
Réal Caouette
Synthia Carrier
Marc-André Cauchon
Sylvie Charland /Ferme Carriot Enr
Marie-Pier Cloutier & Marie Lee Labonté
Cindy Companion
Catherine Coulombe
Anne-Marie Couture
Brigitte Dextradeur
Kathleen Dubé Morin
Annabel Duquet-Laferrière
Roxane Dumais
Françoise Durand
Michel Filiault
Martin Gareau
Jessy Gagnon
Linda Gailladetz
Jonathan Gionest & Jessica Lefebvre-Lavallée
Marie-Hélène Greffard
Alexandre Laberge
Liliane Lacaille
Charles Lachance
Yanick Lanoue
Sonia Leblanc
Alice Leblanc
Ronald Léonard

QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC

Marc Lévesque
Eric Mougeot
Céline Ouellet
Serge Ouellet
Suzy Parent
Ginette Perreault
Anne-Marie Pineault
Christine Poitras
Joanne Cain et Denis Poitras
Régis Roussell
Lucie Sénécal
Denis St-Laurent
Robert Thomassin
Sylvie Tremblay
Noémie Verhoef
Sophie Vermette mercier
Dave Verreault
Elissa Baertschi
Rhonda J Berglund
Sandra Carazza
Philip Constantin
Carla Darrow
Carol Finney
Fourloch LLC
Kerrie Garvey
Lisa K. Hansen
Toni Heer

QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
QC
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA

A new project for the preservation of the Canadian Horse is being developed in Quebec. Entitled "Pour l’amour du Québec",
it is a multidisciplinary project including an agro-tourism site located in the Chaudière-Appalaches region, called the "Haras
national du cheval Canadien," a farm school about the breeding of the Canadian Horse, an academic and social component
for the reintegration of young people with disabilities and a horse museum. If you are interested in learning more, you can
contact the president, Mr. Jean-Yves Routhier at the following email: cqchevalcanadien@gmail.com
|
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The Trend Shows Improvement, But Trouble Areas Persist
By Claude Richer, CHBA secretary
In 2020, 168 Canadian Horses were registered. This is a 32% increase over the previous year and we are extremely
pleased. Let's hope the trend continues!
A detailed analysis of the registration certificates sent to the CHBA secretary indicates some observations and trends in the
current market.

 There are 168 Canadian Horses registered under 79 different herd names and only seven breeders in Canada
registered more than five foals in 2020. The future of the breed, therefore, lies in the hands of many small breeders as
the large breeders in Canada are becoming rarer and rarer.
 Horses are being sold at a younger and younger age, even though buyers are looking for that rare gem - a trained and
older horse. Five years ago, it was difficult to sell a foal or filly under the age of two.... This year, we can see that the
tables have turned and buyers are fighting for all available Canadian Horses on the market. This is excellent news for
breeders.... But it raises a fundamental question... Are there enough Canadian Horses available to meet market
demand?
 Horses are often only being registered when they are sold. The main reason identified for this occurrence is primarily
monetary: The breeder can therefore save on the cost of transferring ownership at the time of registration if, everything
is done in a single step. The Board of Directors is currently examining the possibility of revising this policy, which
while expensive for the CHBA, is clearly only used to delay the registration of foals.
 Many horses are only registered after their sale, by new owners who are anxious to have their horse registered with
all their papers in order. This practice is totally unacceptable! The CHBA, in its capacity as the organization responsible
for registrations, will have to take rigorous measures to curb this practice. The breed is in too precarious a situation,
with respect to numbers, to allow the luxury of losing registrations.

By Lorena Mann
Note: The responsibility for the actual data maintenance in the genealogy database is an issue that is currently being discussed with our service
provider (CLRC). However, pending their response, and in the interests of optimizing work and resources, the census in Quebec will not be initiated
until this issue is resolved.

If you are the owner of a Canadian Horse outside of Quebec, there is a better than average chance that we’ve spoken. From
February through April of last year, I had the great privilege of leading an amazing team of volunteers in conducting a
complete breed census. Jessie Goodfellow, Deborah Pitt, Sue Drover and Susan Neal – ladies, take a bow, you deserve it.
When asked to write an article about this experience, the first word that came to mind was moving. There is no better way
to describe the wealth of emotions brought on by this amazing journey.
First off, there was terror! I was eager to do something I deemed so important…until two days before I began. Then the fact
that I was going to have to phone roughly 4,000 complete strangers hit me with the force of a runaway train. I am not a fan
of talking on the phone, but a promise is a promise and so the census began!
Thankfully, the nerves didn’t last long and I was deeply touched as the vast majority of you were not only happy to help,
but eager to share your stories with me.
I listened with tears in my eyes as one lady told me of her loss as she watched her two Canadians waste away and die from
|
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iron toxicity, their diagnosis coming too late to save them. She fought back tears to tell me her tale “so that it might prevent
someone else from going through the same thing” and I felt sadness and gratitude.
I felt joy at discovering new up-and-coming breeders at a time when so many of our older breeders have retired. I felt
honoured as I spoke to veteran breeders and picked their brains for any tidbit of information I could glean from their years
of experience.
Humour came in the form of a cowboy who laughingly informed me that the horse I was looking for belonged to his wife
and he hadn’t seen either in about three years! Amused camaraderie came from those who kept me on the phone and
entertained for an hour or more just to talk about their horses a little bit longer.
This project has definitely brought many emotions to light for me, but I’m sorry to say, the greatest of them was a sense of
despair…
… Despair that so many people have just allowed their horses to fall off the map.
… Despair that not everyone realizes the incredible importance of registration.
… Despair that maybe there simply isn’t enough we can do to be able to save this breed.
But a common thread became apparent when speaking to all of you; Canadian owners tend to be fiercely passionate about
the breed and that gives me hope.
Hope that those working so hard to save our breed will be able to find the resources and the direction to do so. Hope that
we aren’t too late.

Total number of
horses to check

3 920
Number of horses
confirmed

1 331 (34%)
Number of horses
deceased

ON
Total
Confirmés
Confirmed
Décédés
Deceased
Vendus sans papiers
Sold w/o Transfer
Injoignables
Unreachable

USA

AB

BC

PEI,
NB, NS

SK

NWT
& YK

MB

Total

1196

788

770

645

291

173

41

16

3 920

326

230

330

249

96

56

31

13

1 331

87

41

65

44

34

10

3

0

284

111

37

150

77

47

5

2

1

430

672

480

225

275

114

102

5

2

1 875

284 (7%)
Number of horses sold
without papers

430 (11%)
Number of horses
which owners are
unreachable

1 875 (48%)
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HISTORY

By Roxanne Salinas

Author’s preface
From 2002 until 2013, my dear late friend, Élène Sergerie, of Joliette, and I would stay up late
into the night reading digitized journals and newspapers online and sharing the information
we found about Canadian Horses. Finding the story of Lion du Canada was one of our
favourite projects. Élène wrote an article about Lion du Canada for the AQCC newsletter in
2007, but since that time more information has become available, and even a drawing.
Élène would have been so excited to see it, but she died of cancer on August 29, 2013.
This story is dedicated to her memory.

T

he first Lion du Canada was foaled in 1858 and
belonged to M George Noel Dufresne of Pointe du Lac
near Trois Rivieres. M Dufresne showed and raced his
elegant black stallion, competing at Mile End track against
the fastest trotting horses in the country, and finishing the
mile in 2:37. In 1866, he placed 1st in the stallions 4 years and
older class, all breeds at the St. Maurice Exhibition, and 3rd
in Montreal against the big drafts. Lion du Canada was a
favourite throughout the countryside, and it was said that as
a young horse, M Dufresne once turned down $3,000 for
him.
M Dufresne and his horse had many fans, but also some
jealous detractors. In May 1867, M Dufresne took Lion du
Canada on a trip to Sherbrooke and became the victim of a
cruel hoax. Someone reported to his family in Pointe du Lac
that he had been killed by his horse on the way back, causing
them immense grief – until M Dufresne and Lion du Canada
arrived home safe and sound!
That summer, Lion du Canada stood at public stud at St
Charles Race Course, then in Pointe du Lac, and the next
year - 1868, he stood in Berthier County. His stud fee was $10
while the average stud fee for any other stallion was $3 to $5.
In 1869, Commissioner of Agriculture, Louis Beaubien,
future owner of the Haras National, convened the
Agricultural Societies to announce that he would sponsor a
bonus prize for the presentation of Canadian stallions at the

1870 Hochelaga Exhibition. The Hochelaga Society began to
look for a Canadian stallion. In March, representatives of the
society visited Quebec City, Rivière Ouelle, and Rivière du
Loup. In April the society announced that they had
unanimously decided to purchase Mr. Dufresne's horse, Lion
du Canada (some sources say for $1,000, others $1,500.).
Lion du Canada spent that year and the next with the
Hochelaga Society, but it seemed that most breeders around
Montreal wanted a large draft horse to breed to. Edouard
Barnard, an early promoter of conserving the Canadian
Horse, complained that these breeders were short-sighted.
He said that he purchased a Canadian mare just to breed to
old Lion. Barnard also believed that the societies at this time
were of no use to the average farmer as in his opinion, they
only served as a clique for already well-to-do farmers who
managed to obtain and share prizes sponsored by the
government amongst themselves.
In 1872, the society advertised Lion du Canada for sale.
Montreal merchant, John Leclerc, purchased him and took
him to his farm in Acton Vale, but like so many of the best
Canadian stallions, M Leclerc later sold him to an American
for $1,100. Before leaving, old Lion sired some good colts,
one of which went to the Agricultural Society of North
Sydney, Cape Breton
M Leclerc likely kept some of old Lion’s offspring. The
stallion, Beau Brummel #700 in our old books and foaled in
1899 and sired by Leclerc’s horse could well have been his
descendant. Beau Brummel went to Manitoba, where old
newspaper ads show he stood at stud in 1903.
Edouard Barnard never forgot old Lion. Edouard owned the
first horse registered in the old Canadian Horse herd books –
who he named Lion du Canada in honour of the old horse.
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HISTORY - LION DU CANADA… CONTINUED
This Lion du Canada was foaled in 1886, stood 15.1 and
weighed 1200 lbs. and Barnard thought he was as good as
his namesake. Most likely this horse was the grandson of
old Lion du Canada from the mare Edouard bought to
breed to him. Unfortunately, in 1889, Edouard ran into

financial difficulties and had to put his young stallion up for
sale. Sadly, Dr Couture reported that this Lion du Canada
died in 1896.
M Dufresne’s old Lion du Canada left many other offspring.
According to the journal of Agriculture in 1870, Mr. Juneau
of St. Ursule had a very nice colt by him. In later years he
had two mares – Ouida and Belle Isle, likely daughters of
that colt who were registered in our old books and both
these mares and Ouida’s daughter were inspected and
registered in the new registry. Ouida had three registered
daughters and one colt, and Belle Isle had one daughter.
Regretfully, none of these horses left any registered
Canadian offspring.
The stallion, Bill, #475 in the old books, foaled in 1898, was
sired by a horse called Sobol. Sobol, who raced on the
trotting track in Montreal, was by Caesar and his dam
Senday, was by old Lion du Canada out of Fanny M. owned
by M Bourgeois of St Celestin. This line was registered in
Wallace’s Trotting Register, and their descendants went into
the Standardbred breed. The Bourgeois family had
Canadian Horses for decades, including foundation horses
in our new books, but by 1930, their bloodlines had
disappeared from our breed.
For now, we do not know if any of our Canadian Horses
today still carry the blood of our once famous old Lion du
Canada. As more and more old records are digitally
preserved and become available to us, we may someday
find him in our “chevaux de souche”.

Sources: La semaine agricole : 13 oct. 1870, Le Journal de Trois Rivieres May 10, 1867, Gazette des campagnes : 28 avril 1870, Le Journal d'Agriculture lllustre Sept
1888 & Nov.1889, Morning Chronicle, June 10, 1867, Wallace’s Yr Book Volume 8, Part 2, North Sydney Herald, May 10, 1876, Journal de l’ AQCC - mars 2007, Lion
du Canada par Élène Sergerie
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BREEDING

By Ewa Lee

Editor’s note
Although this subject has already been covered in some past articles, we feel it is crucial, however, to reiterate the principles of a good
conformation photo from time to time. This type of photo is often requested prior to a visit from the potential buyer. A good conformation
photo is necessary to allow the buyer to assess whether your horse is what he or she is looking for, be it to evaluate its functionality for
future disciplines and/or to evaluate its strengths and weaknesses in a breeding context. Also, keep in mind that as a breeder, your
commercial success is directly related to the quality of your pictures. Happy reading!

T

here is no question, a Canadian Horse is a source of constant admiration and undying inspiration for artists, musicians,
writers and photographers, but above all, for their owners. We love to see them galloping in long grass across the fields,
their long manes and tails flying in the wind. They make us happy and our hearts full. We keep our cellphones handy while
doing the chores or just visiting our beloved horses ( I know I do!) and we’re ready because if anyone asks to see a
conformation photo of any of our horses, we have it for sure! Or...do we?
A conformation photo serves a very specific purpose and is
unlike any other photo that can be found on our personal
phones. Its function is to provide an accurate
representation of the horse’s musculature, bone structure
and overall balance in an objective, honest way. Based on a
correctly executed conformation photo an experienced eye
can predict with a great level of accuracy that horse’s
suitability for a certain sport or purpose. A good photo can
be a real attention grabber and a very useful marketing tool.
Before you pull your Canadian off the pasture (or his
happy place – the bale) there are a few things to keep in
mind. Here are some tips on how to help your Canadians
shine and how you, their photographer, can make it
happen.

It's next to impossible to take a conformation photo of a
Canadian by yourself, though many have tried.
Such efforts inevitably result in a lot of close-ups...of his
nose! Increase your chances at having a successful
photoshoot by inviting a couple of friends to help you, if
one of them is a photographer – bonus! In that case, you can
fill in one of the other two spots, a handler or an assistant.
An experienced handler is a real asset; they’ll be making
sure the horse is standing correctly, making small
adjustments as necessary. Finally, the photographer’s
assistant armed with candy wrappers, umbrellas, ribbons,
squeaky toys and rattles will be there to keep those cute
little ears pointing forward, eyes bright and sparkly. You
might have to result to bringing out the heavy artillery, like
a bucket – anything to get that one perfect shot. Playing
donkey sounds on my phone definitely got their attention!

Level ground is one of the key elements of a good conformation shot.
Canadian Stallion Mosarc Paulo Yahvé (#13339). Photo Sabrina Cousineau

The front and back legs closest to the photographer straight underneath him, his cannon bones
perpendicular to the ground. The other set of legs are placed, the front one slightly behind, the hind one in
front of the other one. Ranch-L Magic Josée (#8298). Photo Sabrina Cousineau
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BREEDING - A GOOD CONFORMATION PHOTO ; A LITTLE BIT OF SKILL, A LITTLE BIT OF LUCK… CONTINUED

Take time before the planned day of shooting to scout for the best location. Imagine your horse standing there. Keep it
simple, an uncluttered, neutral background usually works just fine. Farm equipment, broken fences, personal vehicles, farm
animals, power lines etc. are a distraction and shouldn't make it into the frame. Is your horse’s coat dark or light? Choose a
spot that will provide a good amount of contrast and compliment his unique colour. Shooting a black horse against a dark
hedge will make his lines and features blend in and disappear.
Make sure that the surface your horse will be standing on is perfectly level, grass cut short and the spot is well lit. Waking
up early to catch the first-morning sun or waiting till late afternoon, 2-3 hours before the sunset will pay off with lovely soft
light conditions for your photo session. A bright overcast day is also a good choice. You want to have the sun over your
shoulder, evenly distributed on your subject’s body and no harsh shadows that can obstruct or distort his physique.

Plan a spa session for your horse for the day of shooting. That’s when you make use of your grooming combs, brushes,
shampoos and sprays. Make sure his feet are trimmed/shod and clean. A coat of polish is a great idea! Trim the unruly hair
around the ears and the bridal path if needed. The mane and tail
brushed and tidy. Prepare him as he’s about to walk the red
carpet – he is the star of the day, so make him shine!
Clean, well-fitted tack is non-negotiable. A plain bridle with a
simple bit will make a great impression but a leather or a new
nylon halter in a complimentary, neutral colour will do as well.
Make sure that the noseband stays about halfway between the
eyes and the nose. If it’s too low it’ll shorten and distort his
pretty Canadian face.
Speaking of clean, let’s not forget about the handler. In case that
one picture you've been hunting for contains a person and
editing him/her out is not an option, make sure they’re dressed
in a professional manner and for the occasion. You are aiming at
creating the best first impression that will get your horse not only
noticed but also shown in the best way. Make him steal the show!

LAURIE NERON
✓ Give more depth to your photos by standing away from
your background. You will create the impression of
dimension to your subject and he will stand out much
better!
✓ Develop your Photoshop abilities to be able to remove
those unwanted blemishes!
✓ No compromises should be made on the horse's
cleanliness! Shower and scrub!! Everything must be
spotless and shiny.
✓ Do not align the four legs vertically with the ground.
Offset them.

A good conformation picture provides an accurate representation of the horse’s musculature,
bone structure and overall balance. La Jemmeraie Luther Uranie (#13208). Photo Laurie Néron

SABRINA COUSINEAU
✓ Do not hesitate to walk around to find the right angle for
the shot.

✓ Always stand a little lower than the horse to give
perspective.
✓ Make sure that your surface is truly level, this is very
important!
✓ Have assistance to get the horse's gaze and attention.
The ears must be absolutely straight.
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BREEDING - A GOOD CONFORMATION PHOTO ; A LITTLE BIT OF SKILL, A LITTLE BIT OF LUCK… CONTINUED

This is it, all’s ready and it’s time to take some amazing photos!
There are traditions in the horse world dictating the ways horses are presented for different sports. Some elements,
however, remain the same. In addition to other photos you might also want to take, which we’ll discuss later, a full side
view of the horse’s entire body is the main shot you’ll be working towards. This particular view will be clearly showing
all the body parts in an unobstructed and correct way.
To accomplish that, and it’s no easy task, a level ground is a must. The horse will be standing facing forward, the front and
back legs closest to the photographer straight underneath him, his cannon bones perpendicular to the ground. The other set
of legs are placed, the front one slightly behind, the hind one in front of the other one, showing a little space when viewed
from the side. Try to walk the horse onto the mark rather than forcing him into the frame as that never works. Focus on the
correct placement of the set of legs closest to the camera in order to achieve a natural, relaxed pose.
Brush the mane to the opposite side to show an unobstructed view of the horse’s head shape, throat latch, neck set. Ears
pricked forward, eyes bright and looking ahead, this is where the photographer’s helper comes in. The trick is to not
overstimulate or even frighten the horse. A calm stance produces nicer lines and a more harmonious silhouette.
Take breaks if necessary and be patient. Sometimes, especially when working with young or inexperienced horses, the best
photo you take that day has to be enough.
The placement of the camera in relation to the horse is
absolutely crucial. Put a good amount of distance
between your lens and the subject (access to a long lens
is a big advantage) to create depth of field and to avoid
unwanted distortion. Imagine the horse’s body is the top
of the capital letter “T” and you are standing at its base.
Make sure you aim perfectly perpendicular at the girth
area slightly behind the shoulder.
Standing too much in front of the shoulder will distort
the horse’s proportions and he will look awkward.
That’s not what you need.

Your horse must be spotless and shiny. Clean, well-fitted tack is also non-negotiable!
Hidden Meadow Neirin Winnipeg (#12853). Photo Janine Olsen .

You might have to crouch down to find the perfect line
of shot, not too high and not too low, stick to the
landscape orientation.

The absolute minimum you need is 4 photos – one of each side, one taken directly from the front and one taken directly
from behind. Take close-ups of legs and hoofs. This is also a great opportunity to snap great portrait photos showing his
chiselled face, intelligent eye and sweet demeanour. Don’t miss a chance to snap some candid photos of his interactions
with the handler before or after the shoot, what a sweet boy he is. Fill your camera with images... and also keep some extra
batteries in your pocket :-)
A good conformation photo is difficult to execute and requires a lot of practice, patience...and luck! Your efforts, however,
will be rewarded with your horse looking his very best, attracting the right kind of audience and potentially the best new
home. You know what they say; a picture is worth a thousand words.
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Photo Laurie Néron

COMPETITOR FOCUS

Interview by Katy Harrouart

Marilou, how old are you and where do you live?
I am 27 years old and I live in Ferme-Neuve (Quebec)
At what age did you discover horses?
From a very young age. My parents have owned horses for a
long time. It is through them that I was able to grow up with
this passion.
Why did you choose the Canadian Horse?
My parents have been breeding Canadian Horses for over 30
years now (Élevage Windigo). They produce high-quality
horses both in conformation and temperament. So this choice
was perfectly logical for me. Now I want to continue what
they started. The Canadian Horse represents our heritage
and I am proud of it.
Please introduce us to your two horses?
Rebelle, (Jasmin Kerby Richesse) is a rather unpredictable
mare, who can bite, kick or rear when something doesn't suit
her. But her disposition also has positive aspects, as she is
willing to put a lot of effort into getting a reward, which
makes her an excellent competition horse. Eleanor (Windigo

Marilou and Jasmin Kerby Richesse (Rebelle). Photo : Yoko Foto.

Montcalm Éleanor) on the other hand, is the exact opposite.
Gentle, compliant, calm and curious, she learns quickly but
doesn't give more than she's asked for.
What makes your relationship so unique?
Rebelle was given to me because of her ill-tempered nature.
You see, I have a strong character myself, and I wasn't
discouraged by the challenge she presented. I don't try to
subdue her, I accept her limits, her emotions and I let her
express herself, but when I ask her to, she gives me that
200%! Although Eleanor is my first "foal" project, Rebelle
remains the one with whom I have the strongest bond, as I
experience a whole range of emotions with her: anger and
fear when things go wrong... Intense happiness and pride
when things go well. She allows me to evolve, as much on a
personal level as on an equestrian level. With Eleanor, it's
just... Well... Easy...
What is your favourite discipline?
In 2019, I discovered Extreme Cowboy challenge with
Rebelle. It is highly diversified in terms of training:
desensitization to different obstacles, spins, rollbacks, slalom,
garrocha, speed, and even the lasso! I really like it!
What is your greatest challenge?
To assume full responsibility as a "good rider". It is
important to raise your chin higher so you can see further, to
see where you are going!

Marilou and Jasmin Kerby Richesse (Rebelle). Photo : Stéphanie Ouimet.

What has been your greatest achievement and
proudest moment?
My personal evolution in 2019! In April, after six months of
training, I completed my Level 4 rider's certificate with
Rebelle. After this accomplishment, we were allowed to
compete in Extreme Cowboy competitions. We were named
Champions at the Regional Finals and Reserve Champions at
the Provincial Finals in the Beginner category. Moreover, we
were named " 2019 Discovery of the Year!"
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COMPETITOR FOCUS - MARILOU BÉLANGER, REBELLE AND ÉLÉANOR… CONTINUED
What are your plans for the future?
Short term: Train Eleanor. This is my first "foal project".
I started her last spring and she needs to complete her
training. Long term, I would like to continue my parents'
breeding business and help them with the training of the
foals.
What would you like to teach your horses?
I would love to teach Rebelle that a sleigh doesn't eat horses
so I could hitch her with Eleanor... But we are not quite
there yet!
What would you like your horses to teach you?
To have fun! I set goals for myself on everything, whether it
be with riding or in all other aspects of my life. If it's not
about learning new manoeuvres, its about cardio while trail
riding, or on physical fitness to make them lose those
potbellies, I calculate the distance, the number of kilometres,
I calculate the time…
Everything is about training and goals. I would like to learn
how to lower my objectives so I can take the time to better
enjoy the present moment with them.
Marilou, Rebelle et Éléanor. Photo : PY Lafrance.

Congratulations! They won!
In the fall of 2020, a Facebook contest called #Drop_your_beautiful_horsehead_challenge encouraged horse owners to post
their best horsehead photo. Many Canadian Horse owners participated! We tried to collect all these photos and put them on
our Facebook page. Here are the three photos that, as a tie, received the most like as of January 9th!
Congratulations to the winners!

Du Coteau Dandy Pride-Roméo.
Owner. Stéphanie Pouliot, Photo : Stéphanie Pouliot

Cosyland Charbon Natcho (owner : Christine M. Sharp)
and Bénédicte Natcho Dagobert (owner. Vanessa Ulmer)
Photo Ann Thiffault

Those who submitted pictures will
recieve a little gift by post very soon !

Garoy Palmer Charley
Owner :Élevage De Lessard
Photo : Sport JFX
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LEGAL MATTERS

By Katy Harrouart

T

he breeding season is just around the corner! As a stallion owner, you may have already
had inquiries about possible breedings. As a breeder and mare owner, you may already
had an eye on a suitor for your beautiful girl…
In either case, creating or signing a breeding contract is critical. Here are a few tips!

Generally speaking, a contract is an agreement between two
parties, whether the agreement is verbal or written. In general, an oral agreement followed by a
handshake is in itself, already a contract. This form of contract is still widely used in the horse
world.
Although a written agreement is not necessarily needed in the eyes of the law, it is a way to
secure the transaction between the provider and the client, in this case between the stallion
owner and the owner of the mare.
Even if we trust the other party, it is better to take precautions because if things go wrong, certain conflicts may arise. In this
context, the written contract is, first and foremost, a tangible proof of the existence of an agreement. Therefore, in the event
of a problem, it is a concrete evidence on which to rely on. A contract provides details and clarification of the obligations and
responsibilities of each party. When a person enters into a contract, they have an obligation to respect their commitments.
And if one party does not respect his or her commitments, both parties have recourses.

Regardless of the type of contract, it must at the very least contain some essential information: the name and contact details
of each party (owner of the stallion and owner of the mare), the purpose of the contract (generally the breeding of the
mare), the location and date of signature, and, of course, the signature of both parties, which certifies mutual consent.
Then obviously, it is important to clearly identify the stallion as well as the mare that is being covered (name, registration
number, date of birth). This information will also be useful when completing the stallion report at the end of the season.
Fees associated with the contract
You will then have to provide details of the costs associated with the contract:
• Breeding fee. Are applicable taxes included or any other extra fees?;
• Reservation fee. Is it refundable or not in case of a cancellation by the buyer?;
• Collection fee: in the case of artificial insemination;
• Shipping fees. Is it the expense of the mare or the stallion owner? Who is responsible for the loss of the package or the
contents?;
• Veterinary fees. Clearly outline who pays for the care of the mare (ultrasounds, insemination, etc.);
• Boarding expenses for the mare's stay including details of the services provided (indoor or outdoor boarding,
unlimited hay or not, feed?).
In order to minimize any unpleasant surprises, indicate at the outset the terms and payment conditions (full or partial
payment in advance, full payment when the mare leaves or full payment at the pregnancy ultrasound)?
Mare's health status and breeding management
In order to protect their own herd and limit the spread of disease, some stallion owners require proof of vaccination and/or
a negative Coggin's test result, before the mare's arrival. If this is the case, consider writing it into your contract.
Furthermore, to avoid wasting the stallion owner's time and the the mare's owner money, it is always advisable to have a
veterinarian check the mare's fertility with a uterine culture and cytology before breeding her. This will identity any problem
that might interferer with her pregnancy.
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LEGAL MATTERS - THE BREEDING CONTRACT, FOR A SUCCESSFUL MARRIAGE… CONTINUED
Guarantee included
Whether fresh, fozen or live cover, there are generally two types of guarantees:
• "In foal" guarantee, which guarantees that the mare is pregnant, i.e. that she is actually carrying a foal (in general,
gestation must be confirmed no later than 60 days after breeding), and a
• Live Foal Guarantee, which provides the breeder with guarantee of having a live foal at the end of the 11 months of
gestation. Take heed, the definition of a "live foal" can differ according to the definition on the contract (some offer a
guarantee of a few hours; others up to 48 hours with other condition such as the foal stands and nurses). In any case,
take the time to clearly define what a "live foal guarantee" mean to you.
With frozen semen, if the number of doses is limited due to the death of the stallion, for example, it is not uncommon that
there is no guarantee offered at all. As a breeder, make sure that you are informed.
The different types of guarantees have their advantages and disadvantages. They deserve to be discussed at length and will
be the subject of a later article.
The Return Services
The mare is not pregnant. What happens now? Does the breeding have to be done in the same year or the next year? At
what point does the contract require the mare owner to prove the fertility of the mare and her ability to carry a foal to term?
If a re-breeding is needed, does it also have a Live Foal Guarantee and again, what does this mean?
Sharing responsibilities
Breeding is a shared responsibility. What if a mare dies while at the breeder's farm? Or becomes ill and for what reason?
What happens if the mare injures a stallion while breeding or visa versa? Who pays what vet fees? What about the lost
breeding fees of the stallion? Everyone goes into a breeding situation with the best of hopes, but when things go bad,
having a contract provides a clear statement of the rights and responsibilities of each party.
Allow for the Unforeseen
What if the mare never becomes pregnant? Or didn't catch this year but has return services and dies before ever being bred?
Can the mare owner breed another mare? If so, within what time period and under what conditions? Does it have be a
purebred or do you consider crossbreeding? Do you offer a refund and under what conditions? Does it included the
booking fee or not?
What happens if the stallion dies or is sold? Is the mare owner reimbursed or do they have the option of breeding to
another stallion?
If either the stallion owner or the mare owner decide to stop breeding and transfers the horse to another, does the breeding
contact go with the sold horse? All theses contingencies must be considered and included in the contract.

In closing, a well-drafted contract is in the best interest of all parties, as it will establish, beforehand, the rights and
responsibilities of each party and thereby prevent the occurrence of any potential conflicts.
In the majority of cases, everything goes smoothly. But some cases can cause frustration or worse. Better to be prepared and
have everything laid out in a contract so that when disagreement do arise, you have something to which to refer. Sometime,
not matter how careful you are, client will not be satisfied, but that is another story all together!
Are you a stallion owner needing
sample contracts?
We're happy to send you some
Send your request at
info@lechevalcanadien.ca
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EDUCATION / TRAINING

By Frédérique Foiret

Frédérique Foiret is a level 2 coach. Although she trained as an eventing instructor, she has
particularly specialized in classical dressage. She fell in love with Canadian Horses shortly after
she arrived in Quebec almost 30 years ago. As a great lover of horses, she is interested in all
disciplines as long as the mental and physical integrity of the animal is respected. But her
greatest passion is for artistic dressage, which can take many forms (liberty work, long reins,
work in hand, mounted), the result of which is the execution of highly advanced technical
dressage movements (High School airs), as well as the famous and spectacular "airs above the
ground" in the traditional classical equitation. Training horses at this level requires many years
of experience, a lot of reassessments, study and of course, horses disposed to the discipline.
According to her, in this capacity, the Canadian Horse is a true treasure, and she has decided to
devote herself to increasing the overall value of the breed.

Frédérique Foiret and her horse Sarrabelle Yacharie Rex.
Photo Magalie Boulet.

We asked her to write and talk about dressage. Although she is more at ease with both feet in the
riding arena teaching rather than behind a screen, she has accepted the challenge! Her first article
will be devoted to the basics, the fundamentals of what you would like to teach a horse.

When we want to teach a horse something, regardless of its age and experience, we must
become a teacher. In other words, we must know what we are doing, be attentive to our
student and gradually go, step by step. We must have thought about what we want to
teach beforehand. We must also forget about ourselves a little, avoid negative thoughts and
emotions or being self-centred and always be ready to think.
I was teaching a student who is an excellent rider and is starting to train a beautiful but
extremely hot Canadian Horse. The objective of the moment was for him to learn how to
work while managing this overwhelming energy. During this session, we worked on a
simple exercise that the horse had learned and in which he should have calmed down. On
the contrary, the horse was under increasing pressure. At one point, the student tells me,
exasperated, that the horse isn't riding a corner in the exact balance she would like, and
therefore, she had to force him to maintain the right balance at each pass, which made him
very impatient. And then, I realize that it is at this precise moment, which occurs every
time the horse comes around the corner, pressurizing the horse, and filling the student with
built-up frustration that I had not been able to perceive. Her horse could perceive it all too
well.
After a discussion about being able to let go and the acceptance of imperfection, we
resumed the exercise. The horse had completely calmed down and was able to execute the
exercise beautifully. Although he continued to ride the corner with a little difficulty, this
challenge will have to wait for another day.

"When we want to
teach a horse
something, we must
become a teacher."
"We must know what
we are doing, be
attentive to our
student and gradually
go, step by step. We
must have thought
about what we want to
teach beforehand."

When I start a horse, I find it very important to pay great attention to his mindset. A horse that is just starting groundwork
in an area, work can easily be distracted by all kinds of different éléments, i.e the act of going around in circles, the fact of
getting tired, the failure to understand things clearly as well as the possibility of being afraid.
Winter, with its heavy snow sliding down the roof of indoor arenas, can be terrifying for
some horses. Just because most adapt well doesn't mean that all can. Lack of understanding
can be a huge stress factor for the horse. It will react in different ways, often related to its
energy level. A hot horse will become excitable and will try to escape, a cold horse will
become sluggish and resistant, and some horses will become nervous and spook at nothing.
But generally speaking, the cause of this behaviour will be a lack of understanding which
creates a sense of uneasiness.

"The trainer must adapt
to the horse, not the
other way around."
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EDUCATION / TRAINING - LET’S TALK ABOUT DRESSAGE… CONTINUED
Canadian Horses are very sensitive, even when they are cold. I
also find them to be of superior intelligence, which has earned
them a reputation for being stubborn. But if you work with this
quality, they become great allies and are capable of
immeasurable generosity. Therefore, we have a great interest in
teaching them to learn; one exercise, one movement, one concept
at a time.
No need to do a lot of teaching in one session. This will often
make the lesson confusing and the horse is liable to mix up what
has been learned.

Training horses at this level requires many years of experience, a lot of reassessments, study and
of course, horses disposed to the discipline. According to Frédérique, Canadian Horses are very
well disposed to learn the High School highly technical movements. Photo Magalie Boulet.

For instance, with a young horse going into the arena for the first
time, I'm just going to let it loose but keep him moving in this
space. The next day, once I've let him go as I did the day before,
I'll start lunging him. This will be a very short session. It might
very well be only a few laps on each side if the horse accepts this
and is willing to participate; this is already a wonderful
achievement. But before reaching a point of incomprehension, I
take him back to his stall or the pasture, to a place where he feels
good.

I don't care how long the session lasts; I make sure that he understands the new exercise.
The next day, I start again, letting him go freely, then lunging him a little longer, taking
care not to bore or tire him too much, in order for the experience to be a good and
comfortable one for him. Repeating a routine is very reassuring to him, he goes back to the
arena, anticipating what's going to happen, hence, no negative anticipation. In the first few
months, each session will be built this way, knowing that occasionally, you may stay
several days on a lesson to ensure that it has been well understood. Each session is an
opportunity to develop a trusting relationship with the horse and each horse has its own
learning pace.
For me, it is extremely important to take the time to observe and listen to your pupil in
order to be able to adapt to him. The trainer must adapt to the horse, not the other way
around.

"No need to do a lot of
teaching in one
session."
"This will often make
the lesson confusing
and the horse is liable
to mix up what has
been learned."

I had a mid-aged Canadian Horse in training, ridden under saddle, with all kinds of
experience but very little groundwork. He was kind, easy to handle, with no real problems. So I started his training in a
rather direct way, under saddle, learning how to respond to aids, lateral movements... As the first few days went by,
although he was learning quite well and seemed to understand what was being taught, the horse grew more nervous and
fearful of his environment. So I took a step back and went back to liberty work, then lunging with a ton of positive
reinforcement, even offering treats, which reassured him a lot. Before long, the trend was reversed and he once again
regained his composure. He was inwardly very anxious because working in the arena on a regular basis was very unusual
for him, he had been working in a different way for years and it was very challenging for him to change his regular habits.
If I had continued with the first approach, his distress would have increased and, most certainly, more serious behavioural
problems would have developed. In introducing several new elements at the same time, I had taken his ability to adapt a
little too much for granted.
To Be Continued...
In the next issue : How to Built a Cathedral...
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OUTDOOR RIDING

By Claudine Goudreau

There are several models of hoof boots and each model has its own particular purpose. We must therefore start by asking
ourselves why we want to buy them. Next, we will have to find the ideal model that suits our needs, and finally, we will
have to take the measurements to ensure the right size for our horse.

All hoof boots are designed for protection, but some are made for short-term (therapeutic) or injury-related protection
(abscesses, bruises) or disease (laminitis), while others are made for more long-term protection and regular use. The latter
are used for everyday riding.

These easyboots are generally designed for a horse that is on stall rest or
that is not moving very much. They can sometimes be used for paddock
turnouts depending on their design (check with the manufacturer), but are
not recommended for riding as they can cause a lot of friction, can turn and
often ride up higher on the horse's leg, which can hinder movement. These
are boots used to protect a bandage and in which a cushion of varying
thickness can sometimes be inserted to protect the sole, the frog and the
third phalanx or coffin bone, in cases of abscesses, bruising and laminitis.
The Easyboots Cloud and Woof Wear are examples of hoof boots used for
therapeutic protection.

Two models of therapeutic hoof boots: On the left, the Easy Boot Cloud
and on the right, the Woof Wear. These boots are designed to protect the
hoof after an injury.

These hoof boots are the most widely used and there are many different companies and models. It is this type we choose
when we want to keep the horse barefoot, but still want to have the protection for harder and rocky terrain.
There are two main models, which are then broken down into several variants depending on the company.
 The model that circles the pastern
 The model that circles the hoof
Both have their advantages and disadvantages. The model should be chosen according to the criteria below:
 The amount of work done by the horse
 The shape and growth of the hoof
 The owners' ability in putting on and taking off the boot and in their maintenance. As it turns out, some boots are
more maintenance-intensive than others such as the Epic easyboots, which have metal clips and cords.
The monetary aspect can also play a role in the choice of boots.

This type of boots typically have velcro-type fasteners and are very easy for the rider to put on and take off. Despite the
Velcro fastenings, these boots hold well regardless of the terrain on which the horse is riding. The bottom of the boot
features holes to allow mud and water to drain off.
They often have a "cumbersome" look and give the impression of being heavy, but this is only an impression. They are
generally no heavier than the boots which surround the hoof and most importantly, they are no heavier than a shoe.
This type of boot allows for a wider adjustment for the foot and therefore is ideal for horses whose hoof size may vary a lot
between two visits from the farrier. Their biggest shortcoming is that they often injure the pastern or the bulbs of the heel by
rubbing. Some horses wearing these boots need some time to toughen the skin around the bulbs of the heel to prevent them
from rubbing (a bit like us with new shoes).
The mixture of water, mud and boot can also cause injuries to the pastern (a bit like mud fever), caused by the boot rubbing
against the skin while walking. Cavallos, Easyboots Trail and Old Macs are examples of this type of boots. These companies
will often sell accessories such as socks, to help prevent friction and therefore injuries.
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OUTDOOR RIDING - HOOF BOOTS, YOUR BUYING GUIDE… CONTINUED
With regard to measurements, you must rely on the measurement chart provided by the manufacturer and follow their
recommendations, since the measurement from one company to another are not necessarily the same. Sizes can vary from
one company to another and even from one model of boot to another within the same company. For example, a #2 in
Cavallo will not be the same as a #2 in Easyboots Trail and a #2 in Easyboots Trail will not be the same as a #2 in Old Macs.

You can buy protective accessories to limit friction on the pasterns or the bulbs of the heels.

Cavallo model (on the left) and Old Mac Model (on the right)

This type of boot usually has button/buttonhole type or clip type fasteners. They are usually easy to put on; however, they
often require a little more strength as they are more fitted. These boots are less tolerant of
variations in hoof size and require a precise fit to hold them in place. Although they appear
more lightweight and often more discreet, they can add a touch of colour, which can be useful if
you have several horses and they wear different sizes.
The biggest challenge with these boots is to ensure a perfect fit to avoid losing them when
riding at faster gaits or in the mud. Companies offering this type of boot will frequently offer a
fitting set which is very useful since a perfect fit is required. Here again, measurements vary
from boot to boot and from brand to brand. The Easyboots Company offers several models of
boots, the Scoot Boots as well as the Renegades are all boots that wrap around the hoof.
In a nutshell, when choosing hoof boots, you first have to determine the use (therapeutic or
regular use) and then choose a model based on the horse's hoof variation between trims (a
model that surrounds the pastern or the hoof).
Finally, we still have to decide amongst the brands that are available to us. Some companies
offer a set for taking measurements, which can be useful and much easier than measuring with a ruler. You must also be
careful as some boots are sold in pairs and others are sold individually. It might be useful buying the boots
individually if our horse has big variation between one foot and the other.

"Scooter foundered in April 2020. As part
of his recovery I purchased Hoof Scoots
from Hoof Help Canada. He wore them
on his front feet for exercise periods only.
Being IR he needs regular exercise. This
protected his front hooves while they
were growing out. They protected his thin
soles. They could be used for 24/7 if
needed"

"Tivoly and Galopin use the
Easyboot Trail Horse Hoof Boots.
They fit them well, are easy to
put on, and so far they've stayed
on their feet well out on the
trails."

"My lady is sensitive walking on gravel.
She wears Cavallo simple boots. They help
100%. Thinking about buying the stud pack
for them now so she gets more traction in
the winter when we ride out. I love them.
And she seems to as well."

Malena Laylin

Elizabeth M Sipila

Rhonda Turley
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NEWS FROM THE PROVINCIAL ASSOCIATIONS

Article submitted by Mary Ann Eckart
Greetings fellow Canadian Horse lovers from the Canadian
Horse Heritage & Preservation Society!
Though the uncertainty of 2020 caused all public CHHAPS
events to be cancelled for the year, we have taken the time
to update our website and bylaws and are exploring other
avenues to keep members in contact with one another.
Our much anticipated 2021 photo calendars were cancelled
due to logistical difficulties with Covid; thus for the first
time in a decade, we did not have calendars for sale over the
recent holidays. However, the tradition will continue and
the annual members’ only photo contest just ended: we
anticipate having our beautiful Canadian Horse photo 2022
calendars for sale by midsummer.
Check the link to order: https://chhaps.ca/calendars.
Besides the annual photo contest, another great reason to
join CHHAPS is the Award Program! The Versatility &
Performance Awards are calculated on a point system and
have remained popular with members. With many shows
and competitions cancelled, 2021 is a great year to accrue
versatility points which can be earned at home with your

Ranch Samaguy Dream-Boy Kurt #9730. Rider: Mark Henderson
Photo: Steve Storm

horse or at smaller venues.
Examples of eligible activities
include everything from trail riding
to private lessons, from three-day
eventing to work on the farm.
Points accumulate for the lifetime of
the horse. These programs are a fun
and affordable way to engage
owners and recognize achievements. Awards are presented
every October at the Annual General Meeting. It is not too
late to join and begin accruing points for the summer riding
season.
We look forward to a time when public events and
demonstrations can be safely held again. Until then, we will
focus on virtual ways to promote the breed. At this time a
virtual relay is in the planning stages; this event allows
equestrians from all disciplines and locations to participate.
As always, we thank you for your support and encourage
you to visit https://chhaps.ca for more information.
Happy Trails!

EZ Fonzie Nicolette #10044
Photo: Mary Ann Eckart
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NEWS FROM THE PROVINCIAL ASSOCIATIONS
Promoting and Preserving Canada's National Horse, Having Fun, and Making New Friends
Article submitted by Gail Cuthbert Brandt, Secretary CCHAO
Despite the COVID-19 pandemic, Cheval Canadien Horse Association Ontario (CCHAO) has
continued to build its membership base and serve as a vehicle for Canadian Horse owners in
Ontario to promote the breed and to support one another. At the end of last year, it had nearly
40 dues-paying members from across the province.
Thanks to interactive online technology, we were able to hold our 2020 AGM virtually in early September. President Ron
Marino briefly outlined the history of CCHAO since its inception in 2018 and underlined the progress that had been made to
date. He also made reference to the various activities that had been planned for 2020 but had to be cancelled due to COVID19. They included the Canadian demonstration day at Doon Pioneer Village in Kitchener, the Canadian Horse classes at
Merrickville Fair, Horse Lovers’ Weekend at Upper Canada Village, participation in the parade and equine display at Erin
Fair, and a demonstration and Canadian Horse classes at Ancaster Fair.
One of the main items of AGM business was the election of three directors to sit on the seven-person board. Those elected
were Tina McNaughton (Western Ontario Director), Sandy Churchill (Eastern Ontario Director) and Dr. Kelly Ferguson
(Director at Large). Their terms will continue until 2022.
Members also approved the 2021 membership fees schedule: $40 per adult over 18 years, $20 for youth under 18 years, $60
per couple, $80 per family, and $20 for associate members (non-horse owners).
Following the formal portion of the AGM, Vice-President Rhonda Turley shared an informative PowerPoint presentation she
had prepared entitled “Equine Body Work: Making a Difference”. She explained in detail the objectives and benefits of
Trigger Point Therapy for horses.
Over the course of the past year, CCHAO members have received four quarterly electronic newsletters. Each issue features
profiles of our members and their horses, equine health articles, and general interest stories related to the breed. The
newsletter also includes a directory of breeders who are association members. This directory and the newsletters are posted
on the CCHAO website. Members are also able to post free ads relating to horses and equipment on the website.
This summer and fall, pandemic restrictions permitting,
CCHAO is hoping to pursue many of the activities originally
planned for 2020. In the meantime, we are setting up some
virtual clinics and discussions to keep our members connected.
According to CLRC records, there are 130 members of the
Canadian Horse Breeders Association living in Ontario. We
would like to extend a special invitation to those who are not
yet members of CCHAO to join our network of passionate
horse owners and breeders. Please go to our web site https://
canadianhorseontario.com for more information, including our
current membership form.

CCHAO Representatives at Horse Lovers Weekend
Upper Canada Village, September 2019
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